From: $camon $cotland
To: Scottish Ministers, SEPA, Nature Scotland, APHA Scotland, Scottish Animal Welfare
Commission, Scottish Parliament Cross-Party Group on Animal Welfare & Scottish Parliament
Rural Affairs, Islands and Natural Environment Committee
Cc: RSPCA Assured, SSPCA, ASC, Soil Association, Inside Scottish Salmon Feedlots, Edward
Mountain MSP, Arianne Burgess MSP, WildFish, Coastal Communities Network, Atlantic
Salmon Trust, Fisheries Management Scotland, Salmon Scotland, Compassion in World
Farming, OneKind, Animal Concern, Advocates for Animals, Animal Law Foundation, Animal
Equality, Ecohustler, WWF, Scotlink, Advertising Standards Agency, Competition and Markets
Authority, Client Earth, Sustainable Seafood Coalition & other stakeholders
Date: 11 November 2022
Subject: Scottish Salmon’s Mortality Crisis – Urgent Action Needed to Avert Welfare Disaster!
Today, on Remembrance Day when we remember the millions of people who gave their lives in
the line of duty, could we please stop to gauge the level of horror and death currently being
played out inside salmon farms across Scotland (99% of which are believe to be certified via
RSPCA Assured, ca. 15% certified as ‘responsible’ via the ASC and 6% certified by the Soil
Association as ‘organic’)?
It is clear from mortality data published this week (9 November 2022) by Salmon Scotland that
the scale of the welfare nightmare has reached record levels with 2.8 million dead farmed salmon
reported for the month of September alone (that figure comes direct from Salmon Scotland).
If 2.8 million farmed salmon die each month during 2022 then that’s a staggering 33.6 million
morts! Sadly, we don’t know the real figure because Salmon Scotland will not share the figures
(back in 2013 the industry successfully lobbied SEPA not to publish mortality numbers arguing
that disclosure would be ‘commercially damaging’).
$camon $cotland estimate that ca. 50 million salmon may die from hatch to ‘catch’ (i.e. from
eggs in the hatchery through freshwater production in hatcheries and smolt farms to final harvest
in sea cages). The last time we have data for mortality numbers is 2012 and 8.5 million morts
were reported in the sea phase of production alone (equating to 13,627 tonnes of dead fish).
Since the weight of farmed salmon mortalities – as reported by salmon farming companies and
published by SEPA – was nearly 30,000 tonnes in 2021 an estimate of 20 million morts in the

sea phase of production for 2021 is reasonable (i.e. we know from previous data that ca. 10,000
tonnes of dead fish = 7 million).
Data published by the Scottish Government on 27 October 2022 via the ‘Scottish Fish Farm
Production Survey 2021’ fleshed out the scale of the mortality in sea cages when it reported a
‘survival rate’ of 75.4% (i.e. mortality rate of 25.6%) in 2019 (the latest data we have):

To put the scale of the mortality losses into perspective, the Scottish Government survey for
2021 details 70+ million ova (eggs) laid down each year and 50+ million smolts put to sea each
year:

In late September 2022, $camon $cotland wrote to the Scottish Parliament Rural Affairs, Islands
and Natural Environment Committee urging the disclosure of mortality numbers by Salmon
Scotland. This followed an urgent intervention on 6 September 2022 by Edward Mountain MSP
(former convenor of the Scottish Parliament’s Rural Affairs Committee) who raised the issue of
the “alarming” increase in mortalities on salmon farms.
Yet the situation is clearly getting much worse as mortality data from Salmon Scotland is
disclosed a month or so after the event (September 2022 data was published on 9 November
2022; and August 2022 data was published in early October 2022). Shamefully, SEPA has still
not published ANY mortality data since December 2021 (if we wait for SEPA to publish
mortality data for 2022 then we’ll be waiting until late 2023!).
Inside Scottish Salmon Feedlots reported yesterday (10 November 2022): “In just a single
month, 4.7% of the approx 65 million caged salmon on feedlots in Scotland died prematurely
due to disease, parasites or mistreatment. That's around 3 million animals.”

‘Publish or perish’ so the maxim goes. This week witnessed an unprecedented wave of financial
fallout as the Q3 2022 reports for Scotland’s three largest salmon farmers (Mowi, Norskott

Havbruk/Scottish Sea Farms and Bakkafrost Scotland/The Scottish Salmon Company) revealed a
30,000+ tonne black hole in 2022 salmon farming production data (companies are obliged to
disclose relevant financial losses under the Norwegian Securities Trading Act).
The 30,000+ loss in production was forewarned by the Scottish Government. If you look at the
‘Scottish Fish Farm Production Survey 2021’ published last month (27 October 2022) you will
see 205,392 tonnes of farmed salmon reported in Scotland for 2021. Yet the previous year’s
survey (‘Scottish Fish Farm Production Survey 2020’) estimated 2021 production as 236,000
(the 2022 forecast of 189,693 tonnes could even be lower based upon rising mortalities).

If you look at the mortality data published by Salmon Scotland for September 2022 (remember
this was data forced out by the Scottish Parliament during the salmon farming inquiry in 2018)
then the increasing mortality rate becomes clear. Plot the monthly mortality data in a graph and
you will see that the death rate peaks in the Autumn with October tending to be the worst month:

Scrutinise the September mortality data published (9 November 2022) by Salmon Scotland and it
is difficult to believe that October could be in any way worse (note that all the companies named
below except Organic Sea Harvest are certified as ‘welfare friendly’ by RSPCA Assured and the
ASC certifies Mowi salmon farms including Stulaigh, Rum, Marulaig Bay and Harport with the
latter also certified by the Soil Association as ‘organic’ along with Invertote):

Tavish Scott (chief lobbyist for the Norwegian-owned salmon farming industry in Scotland
which controls ca. 80% of ‘Scottish’ salmon farming production) has a job which makes him
blind, deaf and dumb to mortality and disease problems even though he is up to his neck in a
stinky cess-pit of morts.

Back in December 2020, when Joe Crowley of BBC Countryfile showed the Scottish
Government’s data to him – revealing 26% mortality – Tavish Scott claimed that he did not
recognize the figures.

In April 2021, when BBC Scotland’s ‘The Nine’ asked Tavish Scott to respond to a claim in
Netflix’s ‘Seaspiracy’ that millions of farmed salmon were dying due to infectious diseases
(again sourced from Scottish Government mortality data) the former Member of the Scottish
Parliament once again denied the truth.

Any skeptics can read the latest mortality data published by the Scottish Government on 1
November 2022 which detail millions and millions of morts reported (note that not all morts are
reported – ‘Mortality Event Reports’ are only triggered if mortality exceeds 1% and no morts are
reported in the six weeks after smolts are put into sea cages; and some companies have been lax
at reporting full figures).

When $camon $cotland analysed the Scottish Government’s mortality data in mid-September
2022 we found that nearly 5 million morts (4,917,891 to be precise) had been reported in 2022
(data up to the end of July/early August).

However, fast-forward a few months and the data disclosed by the Scottish Government on 1
November 2022 (data up to end of September/early October 2022) reveals staggering increases
in mortalities with a total of 10.6 million (10,641,901 to be precise) morts reported thus far
during 2022 (i.e. 5.6 million more morts since July!).
To break that down here’s the monthly morts reported since 2022:

September 2022: 3,788,442 morts
August 2022: 1,234,736 morts
July 2022: 514,315 morts
June 2022: 475,715 morts
[Note that the Scottish Government data includes mortalities reported for freshwater – although
mortality data for freshwater hatcheries and smolt farms in freshwater lochs is not reported by
the industry: another black hole in data collection]
Suffice to say that $camon $cotland urges the government authorities; certification bodies
responsible for greenwashing Scottish salmon; supermarkets who fraudulently market Scottish
salmon as “responsibly sourced”; and animal welfare groups who turn a blind eye to abuse inside
salmon farms to close the net on the mortality, disease and welfare nightmare of Scottish salmon.
Earlier this week (8 November 2022), a damning report by the Animal Law Foundation and
Animal Equality lifted the lid on welfare abuse inside factory farms. The report – ‘The

Enforcement Problem: the case for stronger enforcement of farmed animal protection laws in the
UK’ - included:

In April 2021, Scottish Salmon Watch (renamed $camon $cotland in February 2022) wrote to the
Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs:

Scottish Salmon Watch’s letter in April 2021 included:

You only have to look at photos published by the Scottish Government (shocking images which
lawyers representing salmon farming companies attempted to suppress – thankfully
unsuccessfully as it is turned out) to see the scale of welfare abuse on Scottish salmon farms:

Secret filming by $camon Scotland in July 2022 inside RSPCA Assured Norskott Havbruk
(Scottish Sea Farms) in the Sound of Mull and Loch Creran exposed the criminal nature of
‘responsible’ salmon farming.

The proof of the pudding lies in the mortality data and here the salmon farming cannot hide from
the fact that death rates are wholly unacceptable and a world removed from ‘responsible’. Data

published by $camon $cotland in September 2022 illustrates the depth of the problem with even
smaller companies like Loch Duart and Wester Ross hit with horrific mortalities:

No company or site – even those greenwashed by the ASC, RSPCA Assured and Soil
Association – are immune from mass deaths:

If we wait until mortality data is published for October 2022 and beyond then it will be too late
to save tens of millions of Atlantic salmon suffering unnecessarily inside cages in Scotland.
Immediate action needs to be taken now – please intervene as a matter of urgency.
Back in July 2018, Scottish Salmon Watch warned the Animal & Plant Health Agency and
Police Scotland’s Wildlife Crime Unit that the Animal Health and Welfare (Scotland) Act 2006
was being systematically breached by salmon farms across Scotland. Yet over four years later
the problems are significantly worse. The industry-wide scale of mass mortalities – and
undercover evidence of abuse - warrants urgent site inspections of all salmon farms by welfare
agencies.

In the meantime, $camon $cotland has called for the immediate suspension of certification and
accreditation of ‘responsibly sourced’ Scottish salmon via RSPCA Assured and the ASC (as well
as Label Rouge and the Soil Association). The shameless greenwashing of Scottish salmon must
be stopped dead in its tracks.

Continued government inaction by APHA– including their woeful lack of enforcement of
welfare laws - is both unacceptable and unlawful. Similarly, amidst a rising tide of dead salmon,
Scottish Ministers are ignoring their statutory duties under animal welfare laws.

It remains to be seen whether the Scottish Veterinary Service – which is scheduled to replace
APHA in Scotland – will clamp down on endemic suffering and welfare abuse inside salmon
farms. In the absence of APHA enforcement and inspection, $camon $cotland urges the Scottish
Animal Welfare Commission (welfare issues on salmon farms were identified in a work plan
published in July 2022) and the Scottish Parliament Rural Affairs, Islands and Natural
Environment Committee to scrutinize the alarming mortality rates on salmon farms.
Consumers can take action too by joining the global boycott against farmed salmon and
supporting WildFish’s ‘Off the Table’ campaign.
Further information on the gruesome nature of salmon farming in Scotland can be found via:
3 million Scottish Salmon Die Inside RSPCA Assured Feedlots in September?!
8,000 tonne shortfall for Scottish Sea Farms (Norskott Havbruk) due to "biological challenges"!
Record Death Rates Plagues Salmon Farms Across Scotland!
Bakkafrost's Scottish Salmon Nightmare Gets Worse with 10,000 Tonne Black Hole in Scotland!
Annus Horribilis Salmonis: Mowi's "Troublesome Year" in Scotland - 22% fall in production!
Death Stalks Scottish Salmon - Rising Mortalities Plague RSPCA Assured & ASC-Certified
Sites!
Abominable Salmon Certification - the Aquaculture Stewardship Council is Sponsoring Serial
Killing in Scotland!
Scottish Scamon: Piscine Reovirus, skin lesions/boils & "hanging" salmon in Loch Creran (sold
by M&S as "responsibly sourced" & certified via RSPCA Assured)!
RSPCA Assured Scottish Salmon Infested with 50 Lice, Poxvirus, Necrosis, Lesions &
Myocarditis!
Salmon Hell on 'God's Island' - Mass Mortalities Pile Up (Again) at RSPCA Assured Bakkafrost
off Isle of Gigha!
Greenwashing by the ASC - you can't polish a turd but you can roll it in glitter!
New Survey Lifts Lid on Falling Production & Rising Mortalities on 'Scottish' Salmon Farms!
Death Deflation: 13 Million Morts On Scottish Salmon Farms in 2021 - More Like 22 Million
(& maybe 50 million if you add freshwater)!
Named & Shamed: The Most Deadly Salmon Farms in Scotland (as greenwashed as
"responsible" via RSPCA Assured & the ASC)!
Halloween Comes Early at Deadly Scottish Salmon - mortalities pile up due to viral disease,
fungus, gill infections & lice infestations!
Death Rates Soar at Salmon Farms (according to data published by Salmon Scotland)
Photos Expose Ongoing Welfare Abuse at RSPCA Assured Salmon Farms!
Year of the Dead Salmon: Scottish Salmon Plagued by Mass Mortality Problems
Media Backgrounder: Year of the Dead Salmon - Bakkafrost Scotland is the King of Death!

For regular updates please read my Green Around the Gills blog and Scottish Scamon website.
Please follow me on Twitter, Vimeo, Instagram and Facebook.

